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The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 10 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates generally to vibration damping 
and more particularly to a viscous pendulunl damper hav- 
ing linear damping characteristics. 15 
Tall, slender structures such as towers, smoke stacks 
and space vehicles erected on the launch pad are suscep- 
tible to wind induced bending oscillations. In a steady 
wind these oscillations are a result of aerodynamic forces 
associated with vortices shed from the body and normally 20 
occur in a plane perpendicular to the wind direction. It 
is not uncommon for the magnitude of these oscillatory 
loads to  exceed, by a factor of five or more, the loads 
associated with the steady drag forces of the structure. 
Thus, in order to insure that a structure is capable of 25 
surviving wind induced oscillations, wind tunnel investi- 
gations on aeroelastically scaled models are usually con- 
ducted prior to erection of the full scale structure. One 
of the key parameters which governs the magnitude of 
wind induced oscillations is damping, the capacity of a 30 
structure of absorb energy. In order to obtain meaning- 
ful data from wind tunnel studies of the problem, it is 
highly desirable that the damping in the model be varied 
to cover a range of values likely to be found on the full 
scale article. Investigation of the effects of internal damp- 35 
ing on response of a structure is particularly significant 
in the event that aerodynamic damping becomes negative 
at some critical wind speed. In such cases, wind tunnel 
data can indicate the amount of damping in the full scale 
structure required to  avoid possible catastrophic oscilla- 40 
tions. 
Prior methods of varying the damping of aeroelastic 
ground wind load models in a controlled manner have 
in general been unsatisfactory. These methods include 
varying the tension in joints on the model, connecting 4.3 
wires from the model to  a dashpot damper or coating the 
structure with an energy absorbing material. Various 
difficulties are associated with each of these methods; for 
example, damping variations obtained by adjusting the 
tension of bolts in a joint are unpredictable and are likely 60 
to change during the course of a test run, the attachment 
of external wires to the model presents aerodynamic in- 
terference problems and energy absorbing coatings tend 
to be relatively ineffective unless applied to the model 
in regions of high strain. Furthermore, these methods 55 
of adding to a st~ucture frequently exhibit nonlinear char- 
acteristics which greatly complicate the interpretation of 
experimental data obtained. 
To overcome the above noted difict~lties, the present 
invention contemplates the use of a pendulum-like mem- 60 
ber which reacts against riotion of a viscons fluid to dis- 
sipate energy and thereby ilainp vibrations. 
It ir an objecl of this invention to provide a ~ i b i  ation 
damper having h e a r  damping cbaiactevrstics aud bidi- 
rectional opelation while being capable of precise regula- 65 
lion. 
Another object of the instant invention is to provide 
a viscous pendulum vibration damper for tuned or un- 
tuned operation. 
They further object of this invention is to provide a '10 
remotely controlled viscous pendulum damper. 
Still another object of this invention is to  provide a 
, &. - - 
a v~scons Anid to clrssipate energy. 
A still iuitlhel objeci of the i,-starit invention is to 
provide an expandable pend~ilous inass for relative mo- 
tion with a viscous fluid to danl:, vib~alions of a primary 
body. 
It is an object or this invention to provide a viscous 
vibration damoer l~avirlc a wluralitv of interfittins! trays 
filled with a viscous finihto react agiinst disc shaped slugs 
disposed on the trays. 
It is a further object of this invention to provide a vi- 
bration damper comprised of one or more modules made 
up of a plurality of interfitting trays having slugs dis- 
posed thereon to react with a viscous fluid filling the tray 
member. 
Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
viscous damper for opposing the oscillatory motions of 
smoke-stacks and the like by utilizing a tubular container 
in the form of an arc of a circle with a fluid substantially 
filling the container to act against a plurality of spherical 
masses disposed therein. 
Generally, the foregoing and other objects are accom- 
plished by locating a pendulous mass in a viscous fluid. 
For example, slugs may be positioned on trays having 
spherically concave upper surfaces and which are posi- 
tioned within a container substantially filled with a viscous 
fluid or an expansible bladder may be connected to mer- 
cury filled bellows by means of a t~ibular member inside 
a container substantially filled with a viscous fluid. By 
altering the number of slugs, or by varying the pressure 
activating the mercury filled bello~vs to thereby vary the 
size and weight of the expansible bladder, the damping 
characteristics are altered. In the latter situation, a con- 
duit may connect a remote controller with actuator bel- 
lows for varying the pressure on the mercury filled bellows 
to establish a remotely controlled viscous pendulum 
damper. 
A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
apparent as the same becomes better understood by refer- 
ence to the following description when considered in con- 
nection with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of 
the instant invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken on line 2-2 
of FIG. I;  
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional schematic of an alternative 
embodiment of the instant invention; 
FIG. 4 is an elevational view of a structure utilizing 
an alternative embodiment of the instant invention; 
FIG. 5 is a plan view of the embodiment of the instant 
invention shown in FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a partial elevational view of the embodiment 
of FIG. 4 showing the quantities necessary for determin- 
in2 the tuned or untuned operation of the embodiment of 
FIG. 4; 
FIG. 7 is an elevational sectioi~al view, with portions 
omitted for clarity, of a further embodinlent of the in- 
stant invention; 
FIG. 8 is a top view of the embodiment of the instant 
invention shown in FIG. 7: again with portions omitted 
f01. ~1:1rii>j: 
FIG, 9 is 2 bottom viesv of the embodiment of FIG. 7 
mi:h oiiriii;;?s on~ i i t ed  for .  c l n r j i ~ , ~ ;  :ind 
FIG. I0 is air e!evntionnt detail view of a portion of 
the e!x?bod;rncn! shown iri FIG. 7.  
Referring now io the drawins and more particu:arlp to 
FIG. I ,  uilserpin one ernboitimer~i of the instant pendulum 
dnrnper, ~el.~er:aIly desigr~afed by reference numeral 10, 
is shown as having base It with a plurality of peripherally 
spaced aperttrres 1 4  therethi.ough. Although shown as 
being cylindrical, container I6  may be of any cross- 
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sectroilal configarat~orr that hrs  a cross dimension less bodiineilts of the instaiit iweniion, masses 166 act against 
than the &stance between oppozed apertu7es 14. Brackets viscou~ fluid 168 to dissipate energy and thereby dampen 
18 ?re sectired adjacent the e ~ d  of container 16 opposrte tile oscillatory motion of body 172. Although shown in 
that to wh;ch base 12 is sccured. The tray assembly FIG. 4 as having thtee tubes 162, it is readily apparent 
of dainpzl 13 is so dim-,nsioiied as to fit within container 6 tllal any numbei of such tubes may be utilized depending 
16 and includes veitical posts or support members 22 to upon the magnitude of the forces being dampened. Fluid 
which trays 24 are secured for supporting ellipsoidal slugs valves 176 are located in tubes 162 to provide access to 
26. Viscous liquid 28, for example, a silicon fluid, sub- the interior thereof for permitting changes of the viscous 
stantially fills container 16 and encompasses the tray as- fluid or additions or removals thereof, 
sembly to plovide a viscous liquid cover for all of slugs 10 The number of spherical masses 166 and the number 
26 on each of trays 24. of arcuate deflections or scallops of tubes 162 may be 
Container 16 is sealed by cover assembly 30 including varied in order to provide either tuned or untuned opera- 
flange ring 32 rigidly secured thereto. Upper cover plate tion of damper 160. Referring to FIG. 6, smokestack 
34 is provided with a plurality of peripherally spaced or body 172 is shown as being symmetrical about center- 
apertures 36 for receiving screws 38 extending into 12 line 174 and in this instance is cylindrical having radius 
flange ring 32 for attaching cover plate 34 securely to 178. Plane 170 extends through the center of spherical 
ring 32 and holding seal 40 in position. Trays 24 have masses 166 and forms angle 8 with a line at right angles 
a spherically concave upper surface that is substantially to centerline 174. In order to design damper 166 for 
symmetrical about longitudinal centerline 42 of container tuned operation the skilled artisan will readily recognize 
16. The spherically concave upper surface of trays 24 20 that the pendulum frequency of damper 160 is a function 
permit slugs 26 to slide on the surface thereof so that of radius 178 and angle 8. The weight and surface area 
in effect the slug behaves as though it were a bobweight of masses 166, as well as the viscosity of fluid 158, are 
of a pendulum which has freedom to move in snbstan- factors which control energy dissipation of the damper. 
tially any horizontal direction. FIGS. 7-10 show a further alternative embodiment of 
Referring now to FIG. 3 wherein an alternative em- 25 the instant inventive damper, designated as 110. This 
bodiment of the instant invention is shown with remotely embodimeilt is const~ucted of ol;e or more modules 112 
controlled viscous pendulum damper designated 60. This which have a plurality of interfitting intermediate trays 
embodiment includes container 62 having a flange 63 124 that fit and mate with bottom tray 114 and top tray 
adjacent the open end thereof to provide a cup-shaped 130 as will be described more fully hereinafter. Bottom 
member. Cover 64 is provided with substantially cen- 30 tray 114 has a spherical section bottom 215 terminating 
trally located orifice 66 and a plurality of peripherally at its outer edges in upwardly extending lower sidewall 
spaced apertures 68 that receive bolts 70 for securing top portion 118. Sidewall extension 426) connects upper 
64 to flange 63 of container 62. sidewall poition 122 to lower siciewall portion 118. Each 
Pendulum bladder 72 is preferably formed from an of trays 114, 124 and 1130 are of exactly the same con- 
expansible material, such for example as neoprene or 35 stiuction wherein the outer dimension of lower sidewall 
fibrous rubber, and is attached to flexible tube 74 portion 118 is equal to or slightly less than the interior 
mounted on divider 76. Divider 76 is provided with a dinlension of upper sidewall portion 122. Tnis construc- 
plurality of orifices 82 to establish comn~unication be- tion permits lower sidewall 118 to interfit within upper 
tween lower chamber 78 and upper chamber 80 formed sidewall I22 and thereby permits assembly of a stack of 
in container 62 by divider '76. Actuator bellows 84 are 40 interfitting trays to  form module 112. 
attached to top 64 at one end and to mercury filled Intermediate trays I24 have a plurality of apertures 
bellows 86 at the other end with bellows 86 being secured 126 in the heinispheiical bottom theieof to permit com- 
to divider 75 about the opening therein providing com- munication and fiow of the viscous fluid, not shown, to 
munication between tube 74 and the bellows. Dia- flow between the various trays. Obviously, bottom tray 
phragm 88 is located at the juncture of bellows $4 and q5 114 does not include such apeitures in order to maintain 
bellows 86 to react against both the mercury in bellows the fluid tight relationship of module 112. Slugs I28 are 
86 and retnrn spring 90. Viscous liquid 92 fills lower disposed on the upper surface of the spherical bottoms of 
chamber 78 and partially fills vented expansion chamber trays If14 and 124 and ale shaped to have upper and 
80 with orifices 82 permitting flow of fluid 92 between lower surfaces substantially conformiug to the arc of 
the two chambers upon exl~ansion of pendulum bladder 50 bottom BIB of the trays. 
72. Baffles 94 are secured to top 64 and extend down- Top tray 136 also has at least two apertures 125 about 
wardly into upper chamber BO to act with orifices 82 in which bosses 432 are located. Threaded bores 134 in 
eliminating slosh motions of damping fluid 92. bosses 432 are located so as to permit communication 
Conduit 96 is attached to top 64 about orifice 66 by with the interior of trays 1124 and 114. Plugs 136 are 
a conventional connection (not shown) and extends to a 55 threaded to matingly engage threaded bores 134 and act 
regulated pressure source designated as remote pressure to maintain a fluid tight module 112. At least two bosses 
controller ZOO which is of conventional constrnction and 13% and their attendant structure are necessary in order 
accordingly a descliption thereof is unnecessary. In that a V ~ S C G U ~  fluid may be poured into one opening while 
order to acc~~rately determine the pressure in conduit the other provides a vent for displaced air. Module 112 
96, pressure g?ge 104 is inserted the~ein ncar controller 60 is completed by providing fiberglass cover 138 about a 
BOO. The danlper performance is dependent on viscosity plural~ty of stacked tlays lo maintain module 112 fluid 
of damping fitlid 92 which is affected to some extent by tight and an integral member. 
temperatvre. Accordingly, rhermocoupie BOZ is mounted Module 112 1s further maintained as an integral assem- 
in container 62 a~id  uti!ized to psrrnit calibiatio~l of bly by the sltpport structure for attachmg damper 110 to 
damping with temperature , the v~lsrating bcdy. This rnovniirrg or s~~pporting S~IIIC- 
FIGS. 4-6 shot.  an allernalive ernbodlment of the in- ture includes boiioill i lng  140 having a plurelity of aper- 
3tant inventive ilampcr deligrrrted liO, , a d  atiaptzd for tares I42 p~~i$ileially sp~~eed  thereabout. The mteriral 
use with a smokeslack, or oilier elongated body 1'12. diameter or dlmenslon of rfng 148) is egr~al to or slightly 
160 includes tubular container 162 that is sus- greater than1 the external <!imension of lower sidewall par- 
pended from stlPPort 164 attached to body 172. Tubes 70 tioil 118, sllch dimensions permit bottom tray 414 to 162 are scalio~ed shaped 2nd confo?r?l apploximately lo  fit within and be .supported by ring $40. T~~ *iate 344 
the arc of a circle aloilg theii lowel edge to plovide a has a plurality of peripherally spaced apertures 148 alld 
s ~ l p p o ~ t  surface for cpherical pcncdt~!ar masses 166 to give 159 Ihere~n. Plate 144 overlies top tray $30 and is posi- 
them a ~endular nloverileiit against v;scous fluid 368 irvely connected to ring 140 by bolts P52 extending 
which substalitially fills tubes 162. As in previous em- 75 through apertules I42 and 148. Nuts 154 matingly en- 
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gage bolts 152 to positively corrniect bolton, ring I40 and of the tray5 and the tray aiicmiily i~~serted inlo container 
top plate I44 16. Viscous fluid ia is illen poured into contairier 16 and 
The undelsurface of top plate 144 Ilas ring 146 extend- cover plate 34 accured in place by scielvs 38. Container 
ing therefrom. Ring $46 hns an outer diinension equal or 66 may previously have been secured to a primary struc- 
slightly less than the internal dimension of top tray 130 5 ture, for erainple a test n~odel io a wind tunnel or such 
to permit ring 146 to fit within t ~ a y  I369 and thereby main- stiu~iures as sinot<estacks, anterrnas, bridges or drilling 
tain an integral assembly for damper 110. Bosses 132 rigs, or it may be secured to such a structn~e subsequent 
and ring 146 are so dimecsioned as to permit the positive to assembly. Once vibration damper SO is secured to the 
assembly of damper 110 without interference by their pri~nary structure ahich is vibrating, the viscous fluid re- 
encountering one another. 10 acts with the slugs to dissipate energy. Since the radius of 
Referring to FIG. 8, apertures 148 and 150 are sho.rvn curvatures of the trays determines the natural frequency 
as spaced about top plate 144. As set forth hereinabove, of the system the damper may be designed for either tuned 
apertures 148 are utilized for bolts 152 to maintain dam- or untuned operation as best suits the purpose. 
per 110 integral. Alternate apertures 150 serve as a In the installation shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 the damper 
means for permitting damper 110 to be attached or 15 is designed for untuned operation. That is, the natural 
mounted to the vibrating or  oscillating body. FIG. 9 frequency of the model or prinlary structure to which 
shows apertures 142 and 150 as alternately spaced about this embodiment would be attached would be considerably 
ring 140. Again alternate apertures 150 may function to greater than the pendulum frequency of the slugs. Nor- 
mount damper 110 to a vibrating body when necessary. mally under such circumstances the tray curvature pro- 
Although damper 110 is shown herein as being of cir- 20 vides essentially a self-centeiing feature for slugs 26. 
cular configuration in plan view, it is to be understood Ilowever, the damping ability of viscous pendulum damper 
that substantially any configuration in plan may be util- 18 may be readily varied by changing either the size or 
ized without departing from the concept of the instant the total number of sluzs. By adding or removing slugs 
invention. 26 the damping can be varied in increments of approxi- 
Epoxy 156 is shown in FIG. 10 as providing an adhe- 25 nlatelp one eighth the maximum damping with all eight 
sive and seal between lower sidewall portion 118 and slugs p~esegt. Thus, the damping phenomenon closely 
upper sidewall portion I22 of interfitticg trays 1 14, 124 follows the behavior predicted by the linear theory for 
and 130. The instant invention does not conten~plate viscous damping over a substantial range of vibration am- 
restriction or specific use of epoxy 256 and depending plitudes. This feature makes the device particularly at- 
upon the relative interfitting of adjacent trays it may be 30 tractive as a resea~ch tool. For example, damper 10 may 
unnecessary to provide any type of adhesive or seal to be attached to a test model and by varying the number of 
assist in maintaining an integral assembly of module 122, slugs 26 the damping required to prevent excessive vibra- 
It is to be noted that the structure shown in FIG. 10 is tions may be determined, thereby providing the data neces- 
out of proportion in order to clarify the location of seal sary for protection of the primary structure from destruc- 
material 156. 35 tive oscillations. 
OPERATION The rcmotely controlled viscous pendulum damper 
shown in FIG. 3 functions, in piinciple, in the same man- 
Either of the viscous pendulum damper erllbodiinents ner as inultislug damper 10 discussed previously. How- 
of the instant invention would be attached to a primary ever, rather than removing or adding slugs to  vary the 
structure which is either being tested or in which theie 40 damping, the pendulum nlass is this case is varied by 
is some vibration displacerient. When this primary transferring nlercury or  some other heavy liquid from 
structure to which the dampers are attached experiences bellows 86, rigidly attached to damper case or container 
accleration, that is, an oscillatory or vibratory motion, 62, to expansible bladder 72 which is suspended as a 
the pendulum mass, having inertia, resists being accel- pendulum in viscous fluid 9%. Bellows 86 are connected 
erated. The resistance of the pendulum to accleraticn 45 to and in comnlunication with bladder 7% by flexible 
results in relative motion between the pendullrln mass and tube 94. The mass contained in bladder 72 is controlled 
the surrounding viscous nledium causing energy to be by means of air plessure in actuator bellows 84. 'This 
dissipated. The amount of energy dissipated is depend- pressure is controlled by regulated pressure source 100 
ent on the resistance force acting on the pendulum mass. and is read on pressule gage 104 which assists in  accurate- 
If there is zero resistance of net work dissipated per 60 ly setting the pressure in conduit 96 and therefore ac- 
cycle of oscillation is zero. On the other hand, if there curate determination of the pressure in actuator bellows 
is infinite resistance such that the pendulum mass is ef- 84. The pressure in actuator bellows 84 acts against 
fectively frozen the lxass does not move relative to the leturn spring 98 which is of sufficient strength to collapse 
viscous medium and there is again zero net work dis- pendulum bladder 92 when pressure is removed there- 
sipated per cycle. Consequently, it can be seen that 55 from. As is evident from FIG. 3, when remote control 
there is some finite resistance or damping force on the is unnecessary, bellows 84 and 86 could be operated by 
pendulous member for which maximum energy dissipa- a local control, for example a screw threaded through 
tion occurs. cover 64, acting thereagainst. 
The value of this optirnum resistance depends on the The quantity of melcury or other heavy liquid, and 
mode of operation of the damper which can be either 60 thus the dampir~g of the system, can be caliblated against 
tuned or untuned. For tuned opelation the natural fre- the pressure read on gage 104. Since the damper per- 
quency of the damper is approximately the same as that formance is dependent upon viscosity which is affected 
of vibration frequency of the primary struc~ure. For by temperature, thermocouple I14 is utilized for accurate 
untuned operation it is implied that the periddun1 na- calibration and, acco~d~ngly, is utllized wit11 pressure 
tural frequency is very low relative to the input vibration 65 gage 104 for an accurate setting of dia~rhra~rn 8s and 
frequency of the primary sllucture. ilhe damplng em- assoclalzd return spring 90. V~scoui imd 92 completely 
ciency of a tuned visco?~s ~ x ~ d l l l l i i ~  damper :s rh,ach fill3 iornel ehdmbee 78 ,ind by n:-ans of orikces 8% par- 
higher than that of an untuned; howevei, ill lndny prac- tially fills vented upper charnher 80 wliich is provided 
tical applications where, tor example ihe input v~biation with baffles 94 to elimitlate slosh motion of the damping 
occurs at melatively high frequencies or consists of a con- 70 fluid. 
tinuous spectrum rather than discreet frequencies, un- When the primaiy stri~cture to which damper 60 is 
tuned operation is preferred. attached vibrates, pendulum bladder 7% reacts with vis- 
Viscous pendulum damper SO, see FIG. 1, is shown as cous Auid 92 to dissipate energy and thereby damp the 
having eight disk-shaped slugs 26 and a tray assembly con- vibrations of the primary structure. 
taining eight trays 24. A lead slug 26 is placed on each 75 The alrernative embodiment of the instant invention 
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designated as darnper 110 operates srtbstaniiai'iy iden- what is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
tically to the enlbodimcnt shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. Lettcrs Patent of the United Slates is: 
However, by utilizing a plurality of trays ihai ii~tcrfit 8. A uisco~~s pendulum damper comprising: a container 
with on:: another it is possibie to readily vary the num- having a pl~rrality of trays therein; a plurality of slugs 
ber of irays and therefor ihe ~:ulinber of slugs which 5 supported by said trays; arid a liquid in said container 
determine the pendular mass and thtls the energy dis- covering said trays and slugs with said slugs operable 
sipating ability of the damper. Because bosses 132 are thereagainst to dissipate energy whereby when said con- 
of a depth permitting bottonl traps I14 to interfit with tainer is attached to a vibrating body it damps the vibra- 
top trays 130, a plurality of modules I12 may be assem- tion thereof. 
bled and even greater versatiliiy and variation of damp- 2. The damper of claim 1 wherein said container has at 
islg ability provided. lo least one closed end. 
Damper 110 is formed by placing slugs 128 on the 3. The damper of claim 2 wherein said trays have a 
spherical bottoms 116 of trays 114 and 124 and then spherically concave upper surface upon which said slugs 
stacking such trays until the sum of the masses of slugs are supported. 
128 equal the mass necessary for damping the oscilla- 15 4. The damper of claim 3 wherein said container has 
tions of the body to which damper 110 is to be secured, a central longitudinal axis about which said trays are 
Top tray 130 is then positioned on the top intermediate secured in a substantially perpendicular relationship. 
tray 124 and a viscous fluid is poured into the stacked 5. The damper of claim 4 wherein said trays are spaced 
trays via bores I34 and Aovis from one tray to the next along said axis and each supports a single slug. 
by means of apertures 126 with the displaced air being 20 6. In a device for alleviating vibrations in a body, the 
vented through the opposite bore 234. Plugs 135 are combination comprising: a substantially cylindrical con- 
then threaded into bores 134 and module 112 is fluid tainer closed at one end with an outwardly projecting ring 
tight. In order to  further the integral relationship of at the other end; said container substantially symmetrical 
trays 114, 124 and 136 fiberglass cover 138 is then put about the longitudinal axis thereof; a plurality of trays 
around the asselnbled unit. Module I12 is then placed 25 having spherically concave upper surfaces mounted within 
on ring 140 and top plate 144 put in position and nuts said container in spaced relationship along said longi- 
154 threaded on bolts 152 to provide positive connec,- tuciinal axis; a plurality of ellipsoidal slugs; one of said 
tion and insurance of integrity of module 112. Damper slugs supported by each of said trays on the spherically 
110 would then be mounted on the oscillating structure concave surface thereof; a viscous liquid substantially 
by any desired means, for example, by utilizing apertures 30 filling said container; and a cover secured to said out- 
156 in either top plate 144 or bottom ring 140. wardly extending ring whereby when the container is 
Damper 160, shown in FIGS. 4-6 also functions as mounted on a vibrating body the slugs are free to move 
previously described enibodiments in that tubes 162 form along the surface of the trays, against the liquid, to act 
approximately the arc of a circle and support spheres 164 as the bobweight of a pendulum in opposing the vibrations 
for pendular movement in viscous fluid I68. Once spheres 35 of the body by dissipating energy. 
166 are in place and viscous fluid I68 is poured into con- 7. The device of claim 6 wherein brackets are spaced 
tainers 162 via valve 176, damper 160 is mounted upon about the priphery of said container for attachment 
vibrating body 172 by supports 164. The oscillatory thereof to the primary mass. 
motion of body I72 causes spherical masses I66 to move 8. The device of claim 7 wherein said trays are secured 
along the arc established by container I62 to act against 40 to a plurality of supports spaced about the interior of 
fluid 168 and thereby dissipate energy and overcome the said container to form a tray assembly whereby said 
oscillatory forces of body 172. Again it is to be noted cover may be removed and said tray assembly withdrawn 
that the embodiment of the invention shown in FIGS. to provide access to said slugs and the interior of said 
4-6 is cylindrical but the invention does not contemplate container. 
such a limitaiion and it is to be understood that any con- 45 9. A viscous pendulum damper comprising: a plurality 
figuration of body 172 inay fit within the ability of damper of intel$tting trays having arcuate bottoms; ,means for 
1160 to suppress oscillations thereof. permitting flow of a viscous fluid into said trays; a plu- 
dn view of the above discussed features of the instant rality of slugs disposed in said trays; and a fluid sub- 
invention, it is readily apparent that there are a multitude stantially filling said trays and covering said slugs where- 
of potential applications including reduction of wind in- 60 by when the damper is attached to a vibrating body the 
duced vibration on full scale structures such as rocket movement of said slugs and  id effects dissi- 
launch vehicles, srnokcstacks, large antennas, bridges and pation of energy to oppose the oscillatory forces of the 
drilling rigs; elinlination of wake induced oscillations of body while variation of the h i d  viscosity, slug mass 
submarine periscopes; and protection of 'machines, instru- and number of trays perlnits calibration of the damping 
ments or equipment from excessive vibrations, as well 55 ability of the damper. 
as serving as a time saver in tests being run in facilities 10. The damper of claim 9 wherein the bottoms of 
requiring a pumping cycle each time an entry is made said trays are spherical sectiosls. 
into the test section. 11. The damper of claim 18 wherein said tsays have 
Sjron. ihe above it is readily apparent that the instant upper and lower sidewall portions collnected by an ex- 
invention provides the advantages of linear damping 60 tension; said upper sidewall portion having a greater cross- 
characteristics, bidirectional operation, and precise regu- sectional width than said lower portion whereby 
lation of clamping for either tuned or untuned operation. said trays interfit with one another; and means for re- 
The instant invention also does away with the problems taining said trays in an inter-fitting assembly. 
commonly associated wit11 iuireci spring mass dampers 12. The damper of claim 761 wherein the exterior di- 
having spring stress prolslems and saves time in research 65 mensioli of saitl ]ower poriiorr i s  equal to or less 
strrdics ivi?ile iiot req~iring guy \./ires or exreriial con- thail thf; internal dimension of said upper side\vall par- 
nections for d a m ~ i n g  which avoids aerodjm~rnic problems lion. 
associated therewith. Further, the device of the instant 13. The damper of claim 12 wherein said means for 
inventioil is a simple inexpensive way of providing re- retaining said trays comprises a bottom ring; a top plate 
motely controlled clamping means. 70 having a ring on the bottom thereof with an outer dimen- 
Obviously, Inany nlodificatioils and variations of the sion equal to or less than the internal dimension of said 
subject invention are possible in Ihc I i~i i t  of tile above upper sidewall portion; and bolts connecting said bottom 
teachings. T i  is therefore to be u!lderstood that within ring and top plate to forn? an integral unit. 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 14. The darnper of claiin 13 wherein said plurality of 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 75 interfitting trays are covered by a fluid tight material. 
3,310,138 
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15. The damper of claim 14 wherein said means for vide a fluid tight seal; viscou5 fluid substantially filling said 
perrixtitng How of a viscous fluid comprises: at least two assembled tray unit; and cover means for said unit for 
ape~iures through the bottonls of all but the lowermost maintaining integrity and preventing leakage thereof. 
of said trays; and the top tray is provided with at least 
two bosses having threaded bores therethrough for per- 5 References Cited by the Examiner 
mitting said viscous fluid to be poured into said plurality UNITED STATES PATENTS 
of traps; and threaded plugs secured in said bores for 1,700,477 1/1929 Goode -- ------- 188-1 
maintaining the assembled trays fluid tight. 1,997,423 4/1935 Loser ---------------- 188-1 
16. In a for a visOcus pendulum 2 155 052 4/1939 Byland ----- -- 188-1 
the combination comprising: a plurality of trays having 10 2:736:393 2,1956 O,Connor ------------ laawl 
bottoms of spherical section assembled into a unit; means 3,221,093 11/1965 R~~~~~~~~~ --------- 188-1 
for uermittinz Bow of a viscous liauid into said travs: a 
subsiantially -disk-shaped mass disposed on the upper 
surface of all but the uppermost of said trays; and cover 
means for said unit for maintaining integrity thereof and 
for preventing leakage of a fluid therefrom while permit- 
ting any number of the modules to be stacked upon one 
another to vary the oscillatory damping ability of the 
damper. 
17. In a module for a viscous pendulum damper, the 
combination comprising: a plurality of interfitting trays 
having bottoms of spherical section assembled into a unit; 
said bottoms of all but the lowermost of said trays having 
at least two apertures therethrough; a substantially disk- 
shaped mass disposed on the upper surface of each of said 
trays; a top tray on said unit having at least two aper- 
tures in the bottom tbereof; bosses with bores there- 
through in communication with said apertures in said 
top tray; plug means for insertion into said bores to pro- 
FOREIGN PATENTS 
515,318 12/1939 Great Britain. 
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